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It has been 4 years since we last had a presentation on audio visuals. Here is an update.
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Options for Showing Your Work
• Mounted Print or Digital Projected Image?

– But there are alternatives…

• A slide show or gallery:
– Show a collection of related pictures.
– Use PowerPoint (or Keynote) to add captions.

• You could make an audio-visual !
– Show a collection of related pictures, video clips, 

captions, music and sounds.
– You need extra software for this.

Mounted print and digital projected images are the most common ways of showing your 
work. After all, we have competitions is these categories every year.
But you can also display your work in a slide show, photo album or gallery. (The club has 
galleries on its web page.)
PowerPoint (or KeyNote, its Mac equivalent) can be used to construct a simple show 
with captions.
But you could also make an audio visual! This is an automated show made of pictures, 
video clips, captions, music and sounds.
I’ll show you how to do this, but first here is a demonstration of what PowerPoint can 
do…
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PowerPoint can show images

Here’s a weird image from 
Avebury

Somebody tried to 
carve a quern-stone

stone out of this! 

PowerPoint can display your images alongside a title. You can add animated captions to 
your images and point to things of interest.
PowerPoint lets you choose the colour scheme, and you can choose from a selection of 
animation options. (I think anything other than “appear” or “fade” can be nauseating, so 
be careful what you choose.)
You have limited control over sound. An animation can be associated with one of a 
limited choice of cheesy sound effects.
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Another Image

Did you know there are 
wild ponies on North 
Berwick Law?

Here is another image showing how a text box combined with the transparency setting 
can make a nice caption.
Do you notice how I am controlling this presentation? I am sitting here pressing the 
“next” button to make the animations run, which is hardly automated.
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Autumn is 
here!

You can tie animations together into a timed sequence, like this. You can also show video 
with PowerPoint, although it doesn’t always work because the video file is not stored 
inside the PowerPoint file..
PowerPoint is a versatile package for making simple presentations, but it isn’t an audio-
visual package.
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Advantages

• Mounted Print or DPI
– Great format for images.
– Easy to show.
– No extra software needed.

• Slide show or PowerPoint
– Multiple images
– Can add captions.
– Can add limited animation.
– Some control over timing.

• Audio Visual
– Can mix images and video.
– Dynamic images.
– Can tell a story.
– Can include sound.
– Can save to video.
– Full control over timing.

Disadvantages

• Mounted Print or DPI
– Only one static image.
– Only one title.
– Viewer controls the timing.

• Slide Show or PowerPoint
– Needs office software
– Mostly static images.
– Very limited sound.
– Harder to control.
– Sometimes doesn’t work.

• Audio Visual
– Needs extra software.
– Takes a while to learn.

Here is a slide summarising the advantages and disadvantages of these ways of showing 
your work. Have you ever had an image which has a great impact when first seen, but if 
you look at it for too long you start to notice the flaws? This is the kind of image to 
include in an AV: show the image for just long enough to make the impact, then take it 
away before the viewer notices the sun is burned out or points out the distraction in the 
bottom left corner... Have you been frustrated because a judge didn’t understand your 
image? Why is this derelict mill not moving? Go back and take this image again 6 feet to 
the right, on the other side of the cliff edge… In an AV you can present the viewer with 
more than just the title and the image. You can tell the history of the mill, or the story of 
your journey to that remote cliff edge.
An audio visual presentation will automatically play to the end. All the timing is planned 
in advance. You can also burn your work to a DVD or BluRay.
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What can you do with an AV ?
• Tell a story (e.g. local industry, a journey).
• Record a special event (e.g. a holiday, wedding, battle).
• Create a specific mood (e.g. comedy, tranquillity, romance).
• Create a photo album or gallery (e.g. your family tree).
• Create a (time-lapse or slow motion) video from series of 

photographs.
• Pan through a giant panorama.
• Etc, etc...

• Record shots are ok. They are part of the story.
• Sub-standard shots can be rescued with an AV. 

• If you are planning to make an AV, remember to 
photograph sign posts and collect interesting material to 
link your shots.

Here are some ideas for what you can do with an audio-visual presentation.
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Which Audio Visual Software?
• PC or Mac:

– ProShow Web (pay by subscription, $10 per month)
• http://www.photodex.com/proshow/web

• PC only:
– Photodex ProShow Gold ($70) or Producer ($250)

• http://www.photodex.com/proshow/gold

• Mac only:
– Boniten Photo Theatre Pro ($30)

• https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/photo-theater-pro-
slideshow/id506558682?mt=12

Expensive. Wait until 
Photodex send you a 

special offer.

The club recommends Photodex Proshow Gold for audio-visual presentations. ProShow
works on a Windows PC only. Boniten Photo Theatre Pro is a good alternative if you have 
a Mac.
You can download ProShow from the Photodex web site and try it out for a free trial.

Don’t buy ProShow Producer at the full price. If you buy ProShow Gold, Photodex will 
keep sending you special upgrade offers at ever-cheaper prices. Wait until they give you 
an offer you can’t refuse.

You can also subscribe to ProShow over the web, which works for PC and Mac. This is 
great if you have a Mac and really must have ProShow, but the cost adds up because you 
never stop paying the subscription.
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http://www.photodex.com/proshow/web

This is what the Photodex web page looks like. You can try either of the 3 kinds of 
software for free before deciding if you like it.
(The free version adds an advertising banner to all the shows you make with it.)
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https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/photo-theater-pro-
slideshow/id506558682?mt=12

This is what the Boniten Photo Theatre Pro web page looks like on the iTunes web site.
Malcolm Roberts has tried this package. 
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Creating an AV with ProShow

or blu-ray

YouTube, 
Facebook, 

etc…

All of these things can be mixed together to make an audio-visual presentation.
Once you have created an AV it can be used to make an on-screen slide shown, saved as 
a Windows executable (which runs the show at full screen resolution on any Windows 
PC), burned to a DVD (TV resolution) or blu-ray (HD resolution) or saved to a video file 
which can be published on the web (e.g. YouTube).
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Preview 
area

File system

Slides

Sound track

ProShow Gold

Here is an overview of the ProShow Gold control panel. Images can be dragged from the 
file system to the timeline. A sound track can be added and the preview area can show 
what your show looks like.
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Now for a demonstration...

• Begin with a folder of images. I save my images as JPEGs. The images can be full-size 
because ProShow will resize them to the resolution of the output. If you have a large 
number of images it’s worth resizing them to DPI size because they will load faster. 
Don’t reduce the size of an image you intend to zoom into.

• When you ask for a new show, ProShow offers to run the “new show” wizard. You can 
try it, but I think it is actually easier to start from scratch.

• Use edit/preferences to set up your most common settings. Here you can define your 
most used slide timings.

• Use show/settings to define the title of your show and the intended display format 
(e.g. widescreen or standard TV).

• 1) Drag and drop files onto the timeline and they will become a slide show.
• 2) Add a soundtrack and it becomes a musical slide show!
• 3) Put the slides into a sensible order. They can be dragged to the right place.
• 4) Consider using pan and zoom to emphasise certain parts of a slide, for example the 

name of the distillery.
• 5) Add captions to your slides, where needed.
• 6) Preview the result, save it and export it to the desired format (DVD, Blu-ray, etc…)
• NOTE: Be careful of copyright. Use generic classical music, or music from a copyright 

free library, if you are creating a show for public performance. (N.B. Publishing on 
YouTube is also public performance.)
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